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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the
summer 2018 examination series.
OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars,
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has
been applied.
Please always refer to the specification http://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-english-languageand-literature-emc-h074-h474-from-2015/ for full
details of the assessment for this qualification. These
exemplar answers should also be read in conjunction
with the sample assessment materials and the June 2018
Examiners’ report or Report to Centres available from
Interchange https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/
Index
The question paper, mark scheme and any resource
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from
summer 2019. Until then, they are available on OCR
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins –
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).
It is important to note that approaches to question
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may
make small adjustments to improve the performance of
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive
changes.
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Exemplar 1 – Question 1

Print Script

28 marks

Page 3 of 14
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Print Script

Page 6 of 14

Examiner commentary
The opening paragraph also offers in some ways a model introduction: it is brief, and succinctly selects a key aspect of context,
audience, purpose and genre for each text: ‘a diary entry from a public figure … recounting … to inform a future audience’; ‘both a
personal account and a public record’.
The structure of the rest of the response is ideal in helping the candidate to deploy relevant knowledge and understanding in
relation to all four assessment objectives at once.
The response is built around three big comparative ideas: 1) both texts use the first person in a way that is typical of the diary
genre, and consistent with themselves as their primary audience; 2) both use a chronological structure which suits their secondary
audience of the wider public; 3) the texts are characterised by different types of noun.
These ideas integrate AO1 and AO3: each applies a linguistic concept as a framework (pronoun reference; discourse structure; nouns
and noun phrases) in a way that is inherently linked to the significance of contexts of reception (the diary genre and writing for self;
a wide public audience; an audience knowledgeable about London, or part of a scientific community; complex purposes including
recount, catharsis, self-justification, an informative function) as well as of production (Scott’s difficulty in writing, and the time he had
to craft his entry). Each of the three ideas is explored through analysis, with well-selected quotation explored through a number of
hierarchically subordinate terms. In each case, the analysis leads to further, more detailed comparisons: Pepys’ singular pronouns are
contrasted with Scott’s plural pronouns; similarities in the discourse markers in the texts are explored, and verb tenses are contrasted;
Pepys’ proper nouns are contrasted with Scott’s abstract nouns.
In all cases, the features explored not only seem genuinely characteristic of key ideas in each text as a whole, they also yield strong
interpretive comments. For example: Pepys’ dynamic verbs ‘create immediacy and accentuate drama’; Scott’s collective pronouns
convey ‘his sense of leadership and responsibility’, while his abstract nouns and euphemisms make Oates’ death appear ‘stoic’. Even
where points make for less convincing, less contextually sensitive interpretations (such as the claims that Pepys ‘uses archaic syntax
… to emphasise the historical time period, and a formal register to convey his education’), the concepts are valid, the terminology
is accurate and evidenced, and the points are justified by the productive connection they allow between the texts (Scott uses a
similarly formal register, and specialist lexis suited to his purpose and audience as a researcher).
6
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The overall impression is of a candidate: well prepared for these two texts (and, possibly, for a comparison between them); practised
and confident in constructing a controlled, shaped response within the tight time restraints; and as skilled as can be expected
at AS Level in relation to all four assessment objectives. This response was placed comfortably within Level 6, with the following
comments: ‘AO1 Excellent application of relevant concepts. AO4 Excellent and detailed exploration of connections. AO3 Perceptive
understanding of significance of contexts. AO2 Clear critical analysis of ways meanings are shaped.’ It was given a mark of 28 out of
30, and may provide a useful model for the length, structure and quality of response for which candidates can aim.
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Exemplar 1 – Question 4

Print Script

20 marks

Page 7 of 14
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Examiner commentary
In using the Great Fire of London as the subject matter for their imagined documentary, the candidate seems to reduce the pressure
to create content and makes it easier for them to focus on context, genre and style.
The whole-text shaping of the response is particularly impressive. The opening section draws viewers in with a thematic exploration
of fire, designed to have universal appeal, creating a problem and using a question to set the rest of the documentary up to answer
it. The second section gives the key historical facts, establishing the specific focus for the show and using an anniversary to make it
seem topical. Thereafter, a geographical location is established and the introduction is neatly concluded.
A close analysis of the opening section is enough to highlight the control, creativity and flair at all levels of language use which
characterise the whole response. The concrete detail (‘striking flint with steel’, ‘central heating’) successfully balances sensationalising
descriptive phrases (‘so beautiful and intriguing’, ‘the terrifyingly enticing flames’, ‘crucial for survival’). There is an appropriately
journalistic blend of figurative cliché (‘like moths’), statistics (‘once every three hours in the UK’) and accessible low-frequency lexis
(‘adaptations’, ‘hypothermia’, ‘commodities’, ‘diminished’). Effective structural features seem effortlessly deployed, from the opening
one-word sentence to the antithesis between cavemen ancestors and contemporary mod cons. The first person plural is consistently
used to create a rapport between presenter and viewer: ‘Ever since we were cavemen …Our ancestors…our modern adaptations …
our desire for fire’.
The later sections of the response are strikingly easy to imagine as a voiceover for moving images: ‘markets, bakeries, carts and horses
once spanned these booming centres of trade…no trains, skyscrapers or Pret À Mangers lined London’s cobbled streets…Here
today stands a shimmering spire’. The deictic references and present simple verb tense lend themselves perfectly to the context: ‘In
this show we will be revisiting’, ‘We’re here in the capital today’. The sequence of imperatives in the closing section perfectly capture
the historical documentary genre: ‘Join us today to travel back in time…Find out what truly occurred’.
The overall impression is of an immensely skilled writer completely immersed in the subgenre they have chosen. The comments on
this response were ‘AO5 Flair, originality and a high degree of control. AO3 Perceptive understanding of the significance of contexts.’
In terms of the assessment objectives, it surpasses the descriptors in the highest level of the mark scheme; it is possible to imagine a
less strong response also being awarded full marks for Section B.
9
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Print Script
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Examiner commentary
This response consistently connects aspects of the texts to contextual factors. The early references to ‘imagined audiences’ are not
entirely clear. Thereafter, the candidate uses their own words to show considerable insight into context, audience and purpose. The
discussion of Scott’s changing audience and purpose is appropriately nuanced, moving from ‘national news’ to ‘an account to keep
him[self ] sane’. There are also references to the context of production, with Scott’s difficulties in writing raised in a relevant way. A
similar level of insight is shown into Pepys’ context, with the complexities of his sense of audience understood well in the suggestion
that his status leads him to expect a readership ‘were it ever made available in the public domain’. Throughout, there is a sense of the
candidate imagining the texts back in their original contexts and making meaning from them there. As such, achievement in relation
to AO3 is best described as ‘Clear and relevant understanding of significance of contexts’ (L5).
The response is at least as strong with regard to AO4. After the initial assertion that both texts give a personal account of events
consistent with their shared mode, several further connections between the texts provide the structure of the response. First their
registers are contrasted, with reference to the different audiences and, in particular, their sentence length; in this way, more detailed
connections are explored within the broad comparative idea. Repetition is explored in the two texts, a comparison which is again
developed with a level of detail, so that the focus on ‘fire’ in Text A and the focus on ‘death’ in Text B shed some light on each other.
Intensifiers in the two texts are explored in a similar way, before the more interpretive contrast between the heat in Text A and the
12
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cold in Text B. Overall, the response feels consistently comparative in its approach, with all analysis leading from or to the exploration
of a connection. Achievement in relation to AO4 can be described as ‘Clearly developed and sometimes detailed exploration of
connections across texts’ (L5/6).
Although the conflation of longer sentences with formality is not entirely convincing, the first section of analysis does apply register
as a concept, developed through a focus on syntax. Thereafter, the terminology tends to gravitate towards lexis rather than any
more sophisticated frameworks: modal, noun, abstract noun, adjective, intensifiers and lexical field are all the terms used. AO1 is
perhaps the least strong aspect of the response: ‘Competent application of concepts; clear written expression; appropriate use of
terminology’ (L4/5). In terms of AO2, there is analysis of: the way Pepys creates ‘the all encompassing nature’ of the fire; the way Scott
maintains a ‘sombre tone’ in his account of Oates’ death; the way he conveys ‘the utmost respect’ for his fellow explorers, and the
‘fiercely cold experience’ and ‘harsh conditions’ he describes. The response could focus more consistently on meaning, and use the
analysis to develop a more sustained reading of the texts. Nonetheless, the analysis is critical, and is best described as ‘Clear critical
analysis of ways meanings are shaped’ (L4/5).
On balance, the response sits at the top of Level 5, with a mark of 25.
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Exemplar 2 – Question 2

Print Script

18 marks

Page 7 of 14
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Examiner commentary
The opening of the response explicitly acknowledges the challenge inherent in Question 2, in a way many candidates did not:
how to combine the verisimilitude of a genuine diary with the need for exposition that comes with a one-off imagined entry. In
consistently addressing the diary as if an old friend, the candidate uses some of their ideas about the sense of audience of Pepys
15
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and Scott to justify their approach to the task: ‘Diary, I know you will already know all of this, but on the off chance I manage to make
something of my life and someone finds this, then I’m going to provide you with some background information’.
The time stamps help to maintain the sense of the diary genre: ‘Today is the 4th of February … Last October … It is now 11:43…’, as
does the occasional deictic (‘writing in this diary … that line sounded like…’). It is perhaps the topic management that most conveys
a secure sense of genre: each topic feels sufficiently sustained, yet the shifts from one to another (fair weather, mum’s death and
family’s response, darkness, curtains, friends and therapy, and sanity) feel appropriately spontaneous, like a writer genuinely writing
for him or herself and using their diary to process their feelings. In these ways, achievement in relation to AO3 may be described as
‘Clear, relevant and at times perceptive understanding of significance of contexts’ (L5/6).
The voice of the response is consistent, and subtly conveys a depressed tone at the same time as eliciting sympathy. Concrete
detail helps to make the piece engaging. Sensory appeal comes from ‘the soft hooting of the wood pigeons’, the figurative ‘darkness
enveloping your mind’, the image of how mum would have ‘thrown my curtains open’, the ‘burning sensation of sunlight’ on ‘sleep
cemented eyelids’. Yet, the prose never feels overwritten. In terms of AO5, the response may be described as ‘Control, originality and
some flair demonstrated in the use of English’ (L5/6).
Overall, the response reaches the lower end of Level 6, with a mark of 18.
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Examiner commentary
The extensive plan on the first page seems to help the candidate to produce a well-organised response that addresses three of the
four assessment objectives well.
The approach taken fully integrates evidence relating to AO1, AO2 and AO4. The structure of the response facilitates the exploration
through analysis of the connections made across the texts. After the identification of the ‘same basic 1st person, observational diary
style’, Scott is said to be more emotive and Pepys more detached. There is an exploration of how chaos is presented in both texts.
There is also a developed contrast of different syntactical structures and their effects, with the rapid spreading of the fire in Text A
contrasted with the slow progress of the team’s march in Text B.
The focus on syntax prompts sustained, comparative analysis of the ways meanings are shaped in both texts. Pepys’ polysyndetic
listing and long multi-clausal sentences are said to convey relentlessness, panic and distress. Scott’s basic syntax, simpler
punctuation and shorter sentences convey a differently stressful and extreme situation, through a lack of description that itself
contrasts with Pepys’ generous descriptive detail. Aristotle’s modes of persuasion are applied coherently and productively as a
framework, leading to analysis of the emotive language that elicits pathos in the two texts. In all these points, there is developed
critical analysis informed by linguistic concepts and terminology carefully selected such that connections shed interpretive light on
both texts.
In contrast, there are few explicit mentions of contextual factors. The bottom of the first page of the response acknowledges the
difficult conditions in which Scott’s diary was produced; at the very end of the response, there is a reference to another aspect of
the context of production, in the team’s failure to reach the South Pole. However, there is no evidence of awareness of the aspects of
context for Text A, or of the influence of aspects of audience and purpose on either text.
Overall, achievement in relation to the assessment objectives is best described as:
AO1 Secure application of concepts; consistently clear written expression; appropriate use of terminology (L5)
AO4 Clearly developed exploration of connections across texts (L5)
AO2 Clear and well developed critical analysis of ways meanings are shaped (L5)
AO3 Limited awareness of significance of contexts (L2).
Holistically, the response belongs in Level 5. A best-fit approach places it in the middle of the level, with a mark of 23.
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Exemplar 3 – Question 4

Print Script
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Page 8 of 14
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Examiner commentary
The opening of this response consciously approximates the figurative hyperbole of a sensationalising subgenre of television
documentary voiceover: ‘stained into our memories…scorched into the minds… like scars from an accident’. The terms of reference
are manipulated to build intrigue, ‘the events that took place…such an event…such a taboo yet necessary topic’, before the pay-off
one page in: ‘How and why A Level Exam Boards Received a 100% Fail Rate’.
At this point, it becomes clear that the candidate has chosen to adapt Question 4 to produce a kind of satire: television documentary
is parodied to explore the effects of exam stress on young people. The approach demonstrates some creativity, and offers some
opportunity to show understanding of genre. However, it is not altogether convincing. The imagined situation is extreme and unreal.
The candidate’s inability to lift themselves out of the exam room is understandable but also disappointing. The delay in the reveal of
the key event is not entirely consistent with the documentary form. Nor does it seem a genuine response to the task’s specifying ‘a
documentary that revisits the events of a disaster such as a fire or accident’.
As in previous series, a parodic approach to Section B requires a strong conceit and a very high degree of control in the writing. On
a technical level, creativity in sentence structures, lexical choices and imagery are counterbalanced by spelling errors (‘reoccurance’,
‘priviledged’, ‘lead’ [led], ‘most effected’, ‘millenials’). On balance, there is insufficient evidence of the piece working on its own terms
to be described as ‘competent’, let alone in relation to the task that had been set.
Achievement may be described as ‘AO5 Some accuracy and some creativity in the use of English. AO3 Some understanding of
significance of contexts.’ A best-fit approach places the response at the top of Level 4, with a mark of 13.
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Exemplar 4 – Question 1

Print Script
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Examiner commentary
This response is very uneven in relation to the assessment objectives. There are more references to contexts and more connections
made than there is analysis of the ways language shapes meanings. Indeed, the response tends to prioritise comparisons of context
and audience over other kinds of connection.
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The texts are said to have a similar form and genre, before a more developed, well-evidenced exploration of the different writers’
sense of audience. Scott is said to be conscious of posthumous publication, while Pepys thinks of his diary primarily for himself and
secondarily ‘as an heirloom’ rather than for publication. This exploration of audience and purpose is insightful and nuanced. Together
with knowledgeable and tenuously relevant references to the contexts of production (e.g. ‘the intense religious fervour in mid-Stuart
England’) and of reception (‘these diaries serve as the foremost historical record of the events they describe’), this discussion means
that achievement in relation to AO3 is best described as ‘Clear and relevant understanding of the significance of contexts’ (L5). The
comparisons are sustained and insightful enough to be described as ‘Some competent exploration of connections’ (L3/4).
An early reference to the texts’ ‘idiosyncratic language’ is not developed and remains too broad to gain credit in relation to AO1.
Pepys’ archaic spelling is succinctly evidenced, but is used only to ‘show the slow development of language in the written word
when compared to that of the common tongue’: rather than applying concepts to an analysis of the texts, the terminology prompts
a discussion of historical language change that is largely independent of the texts. The only other recognisable linguistic term is the
identification of ‘Providence’ as a proper noun. There is an attempt at analysing the way this choice shapes meaning, but there is also
a lack of the candidate’s own interpretive vocabulary, as they merely repeat Scott’s word ‘merciful’. The response is best described as:
AO1 Limited application of relevant concepts (L2); AO2 Very little analysis of ways meanings are shaped (L1).
In some ways, the responses to Section A and Section B together feel like a candidate attempting to study English as if it is History.
The need to balance four assessment objectives in Section A makes it difficult for this approach to be highly rewarded. The
unevenness makes it difficult to place the Question 1 response holistically. It was placed near the top of Level 3, some way from
competent, with a mark of 15.
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Examiner commentary
This response is striking in its depth of specialist knowledge. The candidate seems to have found an opportunity in Section B to
pursue an area of personal interest, in a way that generates considerable useful content and an appropriate style.
The field-specific lexis and foregrounded proper nouns are fitting for the informative, educational purpose of a documentary
opening: ‘the centre of domestic trade’, ‘Londinium’s sister town, Nordinium’, ‘a military hub for defense [sic] against Pict invaders to
the north in Caledonium, modern Caledonia’. The clearly signalled timestamps, facts and figures are also highly suited to the context:
‘In the late 5th century’, ‘Built by the Romans in A.D. 126’, ‘over the next fifty years’, ‘the sixth most prosperous city in the Empire’ ‘for
two hundred and fifty years before the Roman retreat’, ‘nearly two thousand people’.
There is a strong sense that the candidate is well versed in the subgenre of historical television documentary that they are adopting
here. The listing of concrete nouns in the first paragraph, ‘squares, stone buildings, cobbled roads, fountains, baths and many villas’,
is easy to imagine in conjunction with associated moving images – perhaps illustrations of a typical Roman city. The discourse
structure includes the careful setting up of a problem and the discovery of new information offering a solution: ‘newly discovered
records show…may not have been such an accident as thought’; ‘following an archaeological dig’. There is an appropriately
journalistic register in the occasionally sensationalising lexical choice: ‘the fire that wiped out a city…the most devastating fire in
British history’.
The use of second-person address could be more assured, but nonetheless shows understanding of the need to engage viewers:
‘When you think of post-Roman Britain…right?’ At moments, the register feels more written than spoken and perhaps less than
fully controlled, for example in the run-on sentence from ‘This may not be entirely true’ to ‘from his court of Camelot’, and also in
the closing sentence‘…the early Pict invasions were much more successful than first thought and means that those Picts had no
qualms killing non-soldiers which was previously thought not to be the case’. Lapses in control are also evident in some technical
inaccuracies (‘defense’, ‘sieze’, ‘fought of’, ‘all of it’s inhabitants’, ‘The Briton whom is writing’). However, there are also moments of flair,
such as the one-sentence paragraph ‘This is the Great Fire of Nordinium’, which demonstrates an impressive sense of genre.
Overall, achievement in relation to the assessment objectives is best described as: AO5 Control, originality and some flair
demonstrated in the use of English (L5/6). AO3 Clear, relevant and occasionally perceptive understanding of the significance of
context (L5/6). The response is placed at the bottom of Level 6, with a mark of 17.
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Examiner commentary
This response is a good exemplar of consistent Level 4 achievement across all four assessment objectives.
The opening page demonstrates a clear structure which facilitates the integration of the AOs. A contrast is drawn between the
intended audience of the two texts. The suggestion that Pepys is writing for himself is developed through his use of ellipsis and his
reference to ‘pretty Mrs —’; the adjective is analysed to suggest that Pepys ‘was looking at women in a sexual way’. With less focus
on language and meaning, the contrasting suggestion that ‘Text B is intended to be read by the whole of England’ is also supported
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with sound textual reference. The comparative focus on audience and purpose evidences understanding of the influence of
contexts of reception. Although valid, the looser historical claim that ‘In 1666 it was quite a patriarchal society’ demonstrates a more
limited awareness of the significance of context.
Knowledge about language and analysis of the ways meanings are shaped play a greater role in the next three sections:
•

‘Multiple polysyndetic lists’ in Text A are said to ‘overwhelm’ the reader, with a further link to the context of production. The
comparison to Text B has two strands: the relative simplicity of its sentences provide a meaningful contrast; Scott is said to have
more time than Pepys to craft his entry.

•

A focus on motifs created by adjective use then helps to analyse Pepys’ sympathy for those suffering and the ‘overbearing’ quality
of the fire. Scott’s use of parenthesis and lexical choice are identified in an analysis of the ideas of determination, responsibility
and patriotism.

•

The ‘descriptive’ nature of the texts is explored, with analysis of the adjective ‘lamentable’ showing how quickly the fire is
spreading, and an inaccurate identification of the adverbs ‘dreadfully slowly’.

The attempt in the third section to make Scott’s parenthesis seem connected to Pepys’ motifs is less convincing. However, the third
and fourth sections are informed by a consistent focus on adjective use which does to some extent bring the texts together.
The overall impression is of competence in every respect. Terminology is used mostly accurately and purposefully, though within a
fairly narrow range. Comparisons are consistently explored, though generally not clearly developed. There is understanding of the
significance of contexts, though it is not always clear and relevant. There is analysis of the ways meanings are shaped, though there
is little evidence of critical analysis, and it is generally not well developed.
In consistently fulfilling the criteria of all Level 4 descriptors, this response is placed at the top of Level 4, with a mark of 20.
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Examiner commentary
The response demonstrates a sound understanding of genre, particularly at the beginning and ending. The opening time stamps
and verb tenses help to create the sense of reflecting back at the end of a day: ‘Today has been … I got up about 8am’. Paragraphing
helps to create effects and gives a sense of whole-text shaping, both in the well-organised shift from exposition to action, and
also in the sentence ‘This was my biggest mistake’, which maintains the standpoint consistent with the diary form. There are some
lapses in this respect, for example in the deictic ‘being alone here forever!’. However, the final paragraph and sign-off close the piece
effectively, with a forward-looking reflection well suited to the text type.
The central idea of being stuck in the lift is a direct (if literal) response to the question’s focus on ‘isolation’. This leads to some more
and some less successful attempts to create effects. There is concrete detail and occasional effective sensory appeal in the ‘calming
lift music’ and ‘the conventional screeches’ of the lift. Low-frequency lexical choices are also used for less concrete details: ‘I sat
there and sobbed while a plethora of negative thoughts cluttered my brain telling me all the possible outcomes’. The prose style
focuses so fully on effects at word- and sentence-level that the writing seems at times close to narrative fiction than diary form. In
phrases such as ‘cold air…brushed my cheeks’ and ‘my cluttered thoughts slowly eased’, and the fronted adverbial in ‘Frantically I
started clicking all the buttons’, there is evidence of a tendency towards purple prose that is not entirely convincing as a diary entry.
Similarly, the comparison of the lift to a ‘labrinth’ [sic] seems stretched.
Overall, the response is best described as ‘AO5 Competent and an attempt to create effects. AO3 Some understanding of significance
of contexts.’ It sits in the middle of Level 4, with a mark of 12.
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Examiner commentary
The consistent focus on language evidences an approach to the texts which applies the methods of combined literary and linguistic
study. The suggestion that Scott’s writing becomes increasingly metaphorical shows understanding of style at a conceptual level
(though the claim is arguable, given the ‘Impressions’ section which begins the Anthology extract). A number of terms are used
and evidenced with a degree of accuracy: proper nouns, abstract nouns, lexical field, incomplete phrasing, declarative. Other terms
are less convincingly evidenced, or used with some inaccuracy: archaic lexis, imperative, high- and low-frequency lexis. Written
expression is technically accurate and communicates meaning clearly, thought the recurring use of passive voice (‘This is recognised
when…’, ‘It can be noticed that…’) is more consistent with ‘generally clear’ than ‘consistently clear’ written expression. Overall,
achievement in relation to AO1 is best described as ‘Competent application of relevant concepts; generally clear written expression;
mainly appropriate use of terminology’ (L4).
The structure of the response could work well for an approach to making connections across texts described in the higher levels of
the mark scheme. The opening asserts several connections, ranging from basic to potentially interesting: both texts are diary entries
written for self; both record significant events in history. The claim that they ‘differ in terms of structure’ remains too broad to gain any
credit. A good number of comparisons are made thereafter, and all introduce some closely related analysis such that connections
are ‘explored’ rather than ‘made’. The connecting ideas are also informed by linguistic and literary concepts, and are in themselves
sound: both texts give dates; the proper nouns in Text A are contrasted with the concrete nouns in Text B; an attempt is made to
contrast high- with low-frequency lexis. However, in their handling, these connecting ideas are too blunt to really penetrate layers
of meaning in texts. It only occasionally feels that the candidate is holding both texts in their mind at any point of the analysis; few
of the connections genuinely sheds light on the texts. Perhaps the strongest connection in this respect comes at the end, in the
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suggestion that in both texts ‘nature holds significant power’. As such, achievement in relation to AO4 is best described as ‘Some
attempt to explore connections’ (L3).
Some deployment of background knowledge has more bearing on the texts than others. The statements that Scott is delirious, that
he has ‘a lack of energy or will to write’, and that, having been beaten by the Norwegian team, ‘is likely to be feeling deflated’, shows
awareness of some contextual factors. Attempts to acknowledge Pepys’ context are less relevant. For example, when Pepys is said
to use ‘terminology such as “endeavouring” to suggest he is well educated (attended University of Cambridge)’, the background
knowledge does not help the candidate gain credit in relation to the mark scheme. The response shows less insight into the context
of reception than of production for both texts. There is validity in the opening suggestion that ‘the extracts were written for personal
consumption’. However, the claim that they were therefore ‘not written with an audience in mind’ oversimplifies the audience
and purpose of both texts. It is also later contradicted, in the statement that the mentioning of dates ‘gives the reading audience
background information’ and that Pepys’ audience ‘are able to relate to these places’ he mentions. Overall, the response demonstrates
‘Some understanding of the influence of the contexts in which texts are produced, and some awareness of the significance of the
contexts in which texts are received’ (L3/4).
Achievement in relation to AO2 is the least strong aspect of this response, with the tendency to deploy background knowledge
seeming at times to lead the candidate to explain why features are present rather than exploring the meanings they shape. Some
attempts at eliciting meaning are unconvincing, such as the claim that the diaries mention specific dates ‘suggests it is a significant
date worth noting’ and ‘would imply an important event’. More convincing analysis includes the well-evidenced points that Scott’s
‘use of lexis emphasises his deflated tone…suggesting he is beginning to give up’, and that Pepys’ lexis ‘present nature as an
uncontrollable force, overpowering man’. These points are enough to demonstrate ‘Some analysis of ways meanings are shaped’ (L3).
Overall, the response offers enough evidence of competence to be placed lower in Level 4, with a mark of 17.
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Examiner commentary
This response is shorter than most Section B responses, and the brevity does make it difficult for achievement against the
assessment objectives to feel secure. However, there is also enough evidence of skills relating to AO5 and AO3 for it to reach the top
half of the mark scheme.
The opening paragraph demonstrates a conscious use of language for effect, both in whole-text shaping and at sentence level.
The triadic sequence of minor sentences build in the complexity of their noun phrases, starting with a concrete image (‘A sheet of
white dust’), building sensory appeal (‘Crystals and crunching of the semi-solid ground beneath your feet’) and ending with perhaps
clichéd but nonetheless appropriate sensationalism. The influence of the ‘Impressions’ section of the Anthology version of Scott’s
diary seems to help the candidate to demonstrate creativity: ‘Whistling cold breeze flutters…A sledge, a crack in the sheet, a fluffy
cloud’. Minor sentences are often used effectively, particularly at the beginning and in the impact of the closing sentence: ‘The
Antarctic.’ The minor sentences do dominate the piece, in a way that has the potential to make a response feel less than fully secure
and controlled. However, the shift from second-person address to a more formal, more personal register in the second paragraph
helps to provide variety. It creates a discourse structure well suited to the task, introducing the central topic in the word ‘frame’ in the
opening, and then developing it with an appropriate level of technical detail about the camera.
In these respects, despite being short, the response does evidence ‘AO5 Creativity and some control in the use of English’, and ‘AO3
Clear and relevant understanding of the significance of contexts’. As such, it was placed in the middle of Level 5, and given a mark of
15.
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Examiner commentary
This response shows a concerted effort to apply concepts learned in combined literary and linguistic study. Terminology used
largely accurately includes ellipsis, disyllabic high-frequency words, multiclausal sentences, plural inclusive pronoun, universal
determiner, polysyllabic low-frequency words, modal verbs, contractions, parenthesis. Some of these are not entirely convincing in
their significance; other terms are used in ways that suggest partial understanding rather than competence: ‘language from the first
person narrative’, ‘the sentence lengths literary techniques used’, ‘the possessive pronoun “I”’, ‘low-frequency sentences’. The range
and emphasis on terminology make AO1 the strongest aspect of the response. Achievement in relation to AO1 is best described as
‘Some competent application of concepts; mainly appropriate use of terminology’ (L4/3).
The focus on language facilitates achievement in relation to AO2. Sound meanings are made, and are largely attributed to the
phrases and features which shaped them: Pepys’ ellipsis signals that he ‘isn’t exactly stressed’ by the threat of the fire; his use of
first-person pronouns is arguably consistent with his sense of his own value; Scott does seem to be ‘facing reality’, and ‘the glory of
his people is all of their concern’. Perhaps the strongest point is made towards the end: the uncontracted modals, parenthesis and
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repetition of ‘not’ in ‘did not – would not – give up hope’ do ‘stress the role model and manly figure he describes Oates as’. Overall, the
response demonstrates ‘Some competent analysis of ways meanings are shaped’ (L4/3).
In other respects, the response is not consistent with descriptors in the top half of the mark scheme. A valid claim is made that Pepys’
use of ellipsis suggests he had no intended audience. This is the only clear evidence of consideration of the influence of context
on the texts. It is implied that Scott does have more sense of external audience; there is also implicit awareness of the context of
production of Text A, in the reference to Pepys’ importance at the time of writing and his use of code. Overall, the response shows
‘Limited awareness of the significance of contexts’ (L2)
There is little comparative thinking in the analysis. The following explicit connections are made: both texts ‘contain language from
the first person narrative’; whereas Pepys did not have an intended audience, Scott uses literary techniques; Scott’s low-frequency
words and modals contrast Pepys’ diary; Scott’s repetition of ‘not’ is similar to Pepys’ diary. Particularly with the latter two connections,
it is unclear what if anything is being compared to what; at no point do the texts shed any light on each other. As such, achievement
in relation to AO4 is best described as ‘Limited attempt to make connections across texts’ (L2).
On balance, with Level 3/4 strengths in two Assessment Objectives, and limited achievement consistent with Level 2 in the other
two, the response sits at the top of Level 3, with a mark of 15.
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Examiner commentary
The candidate manages to respond to the task with meaningfully specific content: a countryside walk for a persona who is not used
to such a thing. In terms of genre, the perspective isn’t always maintained, and the shifts from past to present tense feel like lapses
in control. However, the content helps to give the response the voice of a personal, emotionally reflective diary. As such, it is fairly
convincing with regard to the significance of context, especially in the way the ending generalises up from the experience: ‘Isolation
isn’t always a bad thing…’
At word- and sentence-level, there is a concerted attempt to create effects. Parallel structure and figurative verb choices feature in
most sentences: ‘With every second that passes … with every minute that ends, isolation binds with me.’ However, these effects
do not always feel cohesive and controlled, and some lexical choices generate non-sequiturs: ‘With every hour that drains, my dear
companion fades, no longer singing or shining, but hiding.’ The heightened expression and consistently purple prose is entirely
competent, and at times feels more narrative fiction than genuine writing for self in diary form.
Overall, the response sits in the middle of Level 4, consistent with these descriptors: ‘AO5 Some accuracy and engaging effects. AO3
Some understanding of the significance of contexts.’
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Examiner commentary
The opening paragraph is approximately one quarter of the whole response to Question 1, yet gains very little credit in terms of the
mark scheme. Although most of the background knowledge is accurate, it is too independent from any discussion of meaning in the
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texts to evidence achievement in relation to AO3: there may be some knowledge of related contexts; there is little understanding
shown of the significance of these contexts.
A similar approach to context characterises the next two sections of the response, as each is led by a more or less accurate
biographical gobbet: Pepys is friends with King Edward [sic]; Pepys ‘was a man who had been with a lot of women’. Better evidence
of achievement in relation to AO3 occurs in the attempts to explore audience and purpose. The most convincing assertion is that
‘the audience of Pepys’ diary is mostly Pepys himself, but we can assume that Pepys thought someone would read it’; in its relation
to the reference to ‘Mrs —’, this begins to show some understanding of the significance of an aspect of context. However, the claims
about Text B are less sound (‘Scott wrote his diary for any audience’. Overall, AO3 achievement is best described as ‘Some awareness
of the significance of contexts’ (L3).
The meanings made throughout the response are valid. It is fair to suggest that: Pepys is proud of having the King’s ear; Scott
approves of Oates’ death as bold and patriotic; Scott makes the South Pole sound ‘harsh’. However, the analysis of how these
meanings are shaped is less than convincing. It is arguable whether the verb ‘called’ is instrumental in conveying Pepys’ pride;
there is no real attempt to explore how language shapes Scott’s impression of Oates’ death or conditions at the South Pole. The
lack of knowledge about language is striking in this response. Although, in connecting quotations to contexts and meanings, the
approach to the texts is recognisable as an attempt to apply the methods of combined study, ‘verb’ is the only instance of linguistic
terminology. There is just enough evidence for achievement in relation to AO2 to be described as ‘Some analysis of ways meanings
are shaped’ (L3), but not enough for ‘competent’ analysis. Achievement in relation to AO1 is best described as ‘Limited attempt to
apply relevant concepts; generally clear written expression; little use of terminology’ (L2).
Attempts to make connections between the texts are similarly limited. The only explicit connections are: the obvious statement
in the opening paragraph that both texts are diary extracts; the brief, unexplored statements at the end that ‘Both texts talk
about events which changed history, which are used to tell the past storys [sic] in the present. Both texts also talk about traumatic
experiences.’ If handled differently (i.e. deployed earlier in the response and developed through analysis), these connections could
work well and facilitate a response to other assessment objectives. Presented as an afterthought in this way, however, they help only
to make the Level 2 descriptor more fitting than the Level 1: ‘Limited attempt to make connections across texts’.
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Examiner commentary
The writing in this response is largely accurate: with ‘paniced’ a rare spelling mistake, and the grammar sound and standard, there is
evidence of ‘competence’ in terms of technical accuracy. In terms of creativity and control, the response also contains appropriate
and effective structural devices. The opening question sets up the triadic repetition of ‘Of course it has…’ in the first section, the
‘But to me…’ shift halfway through, and the closing ‘why not?’, which makes the piece feel more shaped at whole-text level. At
word- and sentence-level, there is also conscious shaping, though perhaps less control. There is appropriate use of sensory appeal
in crafted noun phrases (‘the beautiful white snow, which makes that satisfying crunch noise’, ‘those beautiful sunsets which just
bounce off the snow’, ‘miles and miles of emptiness…a complete contrast to the hustle and bustle of the city’). The repetition of
‘beautiful’ is consistent with the candidate’s difficulty in finding exactly the right vocabulary for the task. The semantic field in ‘cute,
little, weird animals’ and ‘fairy-like sparkles’ seems more appropriate to children’s fiction than a specialist book of photography, and
perhaps indicates a narrowness of reading experience that makes the highest levels difficult to reach in original writing tasks. Overall,
achievement in relation to AO5 is best described as ‘Competence and some engaging effects demonstrated in the use of English’
(L4/3).
The closing interjection ‘Oh, and the answer…’ is part of a consistently crafted spoken voice, which helps to create an appropriate
voice and coherent approach to the task: it is possible to imagine this as a short, conversational introduction to a coffee table book
by a popular photographer; it is reminiscent in tenor and tone of Jamie Oliver’s introductions to some of his cookbooks. The deictic
references (‘writing this book’, ‘but that’s for a different book’, ‘the aim of this book’) cement the candidate’s strong sense of the
context of reception. These features help achievement in relation to AO3 to be described as ‘Some understanding of the significance
of contexts’ (L4).
These descriptors place the response in the middle of Level 4, with a mark of 12.
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